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A NEUTRAL CASCADE HYPkRON EVENT* 

. Luis W. Alvarez, PhilipPe Eberhard, t Myt'on L. Good, 
William Graeiano, Harold .K. Tieho, •• and Stanley G. Wojcicki 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and Department of Physics 
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February 2, 1959 

The existence of a neutral cascade hyperon :!0 baa been predicted 

theoretically, 1 on the basis of the atrangenels theory of Gell-Mann and Niehijima, 

as the neutral counterpart of the negative cascade hyperon, Z SC, which decays 

by :a:- - • .. + A. 

In an attempt to eetabliah the existence of this particle the Lawrence 

Radiation Laboratory 15-incb. hydrogen bubble chamber was operated in a 

separated beam of 1.15 ~ .OZ-Bev/c x· mesons produced by the Bevatron. Two 

3 Cork• Wenzel-Lambertson parallel-plate spectrometers were used to remove 
' 

pions from the beam. Typical operating condition• gave ~ l.S K-, ~ 0.2 , .. , 

. b - 4 &nd r;: 4.5 eam "" meeona per picture. The total nu.mber of K. mesons 

5 through the chamber was about 10 • 

A larae number of K. intera.ctione in hydrogen were observed: among 

them were •ome 500 single v0 events, resulting :from the reactions 

K• + p -go+ n, (la.) 

0 A+w, (lb) 

1:;0 + .o. (lc) 

•• Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

f On leave from the Centre Na.tionale de la. Recherche Scientifique de France . 
• 

•• • Presently a.t University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California. 
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0 In any of these. a.dditiona.lw mesons may a.lao have been produ<:eci. 

On the other hand, only aeven double v0 events were observed. Since 

the reactions (1) lead only to ain.gle v
0•s, whereas associated production by 

w· mesons leads to double v0•a in about ZO~ oi the interactione, the strikingly 

0 0 small ratio of double V eventa to sin.gle V evente again ahows that we are 

dealing principally with x· interac::tiou. 

Six of the double v 0• a were clear cases of associated production by , .. , 

five being 

• 0 
"+p•A+K, (2a) 

and one 

- 0 0 , +p- E +K, .o 
M .. A+ y. (Zb) 

Most of these were produced by pions of somewhat lese than the K- -beam 

momentum. 

The remaining event ta the one being .-e.ported here. A photograph 
I 

and a c:Uagram giving our interpretation of the event are shown in Fig. 1.- The 
I 

0 . 0 
angles and momenta of the left-hand V are consistent with K1 decay, and are 

0 inconaietent witk A decay. The K momentum an4 angle of emission are 

consistent with the reaction tr. + p - z0 + gO ol. a beam-momentum plon. 

The two charged track• of the l'iaht-band. v0 are coneietent with A 

decay, giving Q = 37.Z .. d!.7 Mev (accepted. value 37.4 Mev). However, the 

decay ia noacoplaaar: i.e •• the line connecting the end Gl the beam track a.nd 

the vertex of the A !aile by 7.0 c. 7° (eee Fig. l) to lie in the A decay plane. 
. . 0 

This line also falls to lie in the production plane defined by the K path and the 

beam track by l.S :1\.7°. The latter cliscrepa.ncy could be explained easily if 

the process were (Zb), but to explain the lack of eoplanarity of the A decay, 

uatng only well-e.etablished processes, we muet invoke either: (a) Reaction 

(lb) followed by a ~decay of the A, or (b) a scatter of the A in the hydrogen, 
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of (c:) an accidental coincidence o£ a. K0 -me eon production event with an 
' s 

un.asaoc:iated A from the bubble c:hamlM:r wall. · . 

.Poesibillty (a.) may be ruled out on kinematic grounds alone. Because 

of the large unbalance of transverae momentum, the .electt-on and neutrino need 

more enersy than would be available to them. The de<::ay A- p +e .. + v, for the 

most favorable A momentum, fails to balance energetically by 48 Mev, or 3. 7 

standard deviations; the error ia mostly in angle measurement.. For such 

large disc:re,Panc:iel, angle errore do not have Oa.uasla.n dhtributions, and this 

large a diaerepancy is not possible. A decay via A - p +tL .. + v !its even less well. 

The second possibility. a A scattering. is Ukewiae unsatisfactory. 

Choosing that initial A direction of motion for which the scattering angle would 

be ema.llest, one asks what the proton rec::oH range would be to account for the 

observed 1\.. This turns out to be 4 mm, which would be clearly visible. To 

have a. proton range ema.U enough thAt there woulcl be some doubt, namely 

0.5 mm, requires stretching the errors by more than S standard deviations. 

lnela.etic scatterings, double scatterings, scatterings on deuterium, or neutron 

reactions on deuterium that might look U.ke A events are exceedingly unUkely. 

The third poeeibiU.ty, a chance c:oinClidence, can be shown to be most 

improbable on statistical grounds. Since the argument hinges on how well the 

event fits the production and dec:a.y of a !:0 hyperon, let ua n.ow turn to this 

hypothesis. U we assume the K0 meson to be produced in association with a. 

heavy unstable particle, the incident particle being a beam x· meson, then the 

extra energy available in the center of ma.aa in the K .. + p 1yetem (c:ompa.red 

with the 'If.+ p system) requires the beavy particle to be much heavier than a 

r.0 • If this pa.rtiele travels a distance of 3. 7 em a.nd decays into a A and a 

0 
1r , then the presence of a.n associated A can be explained, as well ae its 

apparent none oplanarit y. 
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The mass of the particle may then be <\educed in two ways, i.e •• from 

lts production and from its decay. Firat; il we take the production proeese to 

be a two-body reaction, the heavy particle must lie in the plan. formed by the 

beam track and the line of fUght of the K0 meson. Further, the direction of the 

heavy particle ln. thie plane ie fixed. by the requirement that iU path intersect 

0 that of the A. Then, using the production a.nglee and the measured K momentum. 

we can calculate the heavy-particle ma.se as well as the momentum of the incident 

If" meson. The calculated momentum of the incident x.· is 1.13 * .06 Bev/c, 

which agrees well with the nominal beam momentum. (This aervee ae a fb'st 

eheck on our hypothesis.) The heavy .. particle mass is 1303 :t: 28 Mev. 

Seeon~, ii the heavy-particle velocity as determined in the above 

cal<:ula.tion is taken in conjunction with the observed A momentum and angle, a 

second mase determination is possible. The bea.vy .. particle m&es resulting from 

this calculation, based on the assumption ot decay into a tr
0 and a A, is 

1349 $: 30 Mev. This value· is insensitive to the heavy-particle velocity, and 

therefore the two determinations are nearly independent. 

1 Combining the two ma:u determinations, we obtain 

M = 13a6 ::zo Mev. 

The closeness of this result to the accepted :s:· ma.se of 1321 :k3.5 Mev8 is 

remarkable. 

One might put the arguments the other way and ask to ·what extent the 

agreement (within erl'ors) with the ~- ma.ae restricts the position, momentum, 

.a.n.d a.ngle of the decay A. In order for the ~O mass, as determined by its 
y 

production, to vary by 30 .Mev, the A need be moved (tranav·ersely) only 0.4 mm. 

Similarly., in order fer the 'E.0 mats, a.a determined by its decay, to vary by 

30 .Mev, the A momentum muet be changed by 50 Mev/c (a.t fixed angle), or the 

a.ngle by ~0 (at fixed momc:mtum). 
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Theee restrictions fol'm & atl'ong argument a.gainat the possibllity of 

accidental coincidence. A c:are!ul estimate shows that the proba.billt}• q£ getting 

one su.ch accidental event in the entire experiment is of the order o£ 10"'5 • We 

have not been able to think o£ any more likely poaelbilitiea. Therefore, we 

believe that thle event represents the produ.ctlon and decay of a "11.0 , i.e. 

a hyperon of atrangenesa-Z and maes comparable to that of the :~·~ 9 

The measu.red dynamical variables of the event A:te: 

K0: Momentum, l77.!i :tS.O Mev/cJ 

0 Pt-od.uction angle (laboratory system), 38.8 :1:.9 • 

A: Momentum, 9l0*50 Mev/c; 

Angle (laboratory system) between A and :1°, 9.1 ;t:. 7°. 
:£0: Production angle (laboratory eystem}, 10.8 • .1°. 

The incident K- momentum agreee so well with the independently 

determined beam momentum, l.lS l!: .0~ Bev/c, that it ls highly probable tba.t 

our K ... te one of the beam K·•s. On thie basis we ean determine the ma.se much 

more precisely: 

M:e:o == 1308 ~t:8 Mev at production. Thia givea x 1 ::~ 0.077 ( ($.1.)= 1) 

If we consider all the information given by the production, the beam 
.. 0. 0 

momentum, and the decay (assuming !£ - tr + A), we fine! £or the most 

probable mass M:;:O = 1311 o:t:8 Mev. For this we find xz = 1.45 ( (xz') = Z). 

The event cannot be used for a check o£ the decay mode: !or instance, il we 

aasume a:0 - y +A • we flnti an even better fit ( x 2 
.cc O.Z47). 

The croee section, baaed on this one event, is a s:OKO c SO .,.b. We have 

not seen any examples of K .. + p .. ~- + K+; this sets a dtf£uee upper limit, 

a:e:·K+ ~ 17 tJ.h. (No correction for lifetime ie made here. If the lifetime of 

.. to 
either :S: is long compared with 5 X 10 sec, many would eac:a.pe from the 

chamber.) Our on.e :a:0 Uved 1.5 X 10"'10 sec. 

It la interesting to compare the above cr~ss eeetlone with those for 
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•. 

the similar reactlona 

.... + P.. E .. + x+, 

1P + 1<0 

at the aa.me outgoing c. m. momentum (190 :Wev/e): 10 

O'z-K+ ~ lOO JAb, 

UCRL-86ll 

At proaeDt the aeareh !or productioa of e.a.ac:ade hyperons in the 1.15-

Bev/c K .. beam ie 'being continued in collaboration with the Lawremce Radiation 

Laboratory 30-inch propane 'bu.bble chamber group. 

The authora are greatly indebted to Dr. li:dward. J. Lofgren and the 

Bevatron ataU f.or their help and cooperation, to J. Donald Oow and the bubble 

chamber crewi for their successful operation oi the bubble chamber, and to 

Glenn Eckman, Bob Watt, Bob Horne, and Ivan Mu.zlnicb for help in setting up 

the spectrometers. Drs. Bruce Cork, William Wenzel, and Glenn Lamhertaon 

save valuable advice a.nd encouragement with the apectrometers. Our scanning 

and measuring staff are to be thanked for their $killed work. Qeorge Edwards 

and William Sa lsi& o£ the Mec;hanical Engineering grou.p gave freely of their 

time in the spectrometer design and conetru.ctlon. Special tha.nka are due to 

Larry Ratner for his generous assistance with tl\e magnetic measurements and 

to Dr. Frank lolmitz for help with the analysis. 

One of \UI (P. E.) i8 grateful to Philippe• a Jl'oundation and to the 

Commlsaaria.t a l'Energie Atomique for a i'ellowehip. 
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Fig. la. Picture of '!!.0 event. 

Fig. lb. Sketch of !:0 event. 

... , ... 
Figure Captions 

Fig. l.. Stereog·ra.phie projection (Wulff Plot) of the event. 

Observed traeke: 

UCF.L-8622 

z. Line connecting end of beam track to vertex of A 

3. Une connecting end of beam track to vertex of K0 

4.-'lf 

+ s. 11' 

6. fl' 

7. p 

• 

Inferred ''tra.dtsu~ 

A : obtained by balancing transverse momentum on Tracks 6 a.nd 7. 

0 S: : obtained by intersection of production plane (containing Tracks 

1 and l) with the pla.t'le containing Track Z and the A. 
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Fig. lA 
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